Imaging Features of the Whole Uterus Volume CT Perfusion and Influence Factors of Blood Supply: A Primary Study in Patients with Cervical Squamous Carcinoma.
To explore the imaging features of whole uterus volume CT perfusion (vCTP) and the influence factors of blood supply in cervical squamous carcinoma (CSC). vCTP was performed on a 640-slice computed tomography system in 43 patients with CSC diagnosed by biopsy, and 24 cases of them underwent magnetic resonance imaging. The size of the tumor was measured on vCTP and magnetic resonance (MR) images. Perfusion parameters, including arterial blood flow (AF), blood volume, and permeability surface (PS), were measured by two radiologists, using interclass correlation coefficient to evaluate the interobserver reliability. The difference of tumor size and perfusion data was analyzed by paired t test and rank sum test. The correlation of perfusion parameters with some factors was analyzed by Pearson or Spearman correlation analysis. Tumor sizes were not significantly different between vCTP and MR images. The interclass correlation coefficient of each parameter was 0.818-0.945. The AF value of CSC was significantly higher than normal uterine body, and the blood volume and PS values of CSC were not statistically different compared with those of normal uterine body. There was no significant difference in AF value of CSC among different FIGO stages and pathological grades. The AF and PS values of CSC were negatively correlated with the age of the patients. The vCTP could accurately shows the size of the CSC with use of MR as the reference standard, and its perfusion parameters have good measurement stability; the CSC was hypervascular, but this trend was less pronounced in older women.